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On a rainy day, let the children play

All the games inside, come and take a ride

Well be on our way, I wont have to say

Find a place to hide, on the countryside

Where the soft skies, no lies, 

Blue eyes, what lies?

Now I'll have to tell you

I think, I think maybe I love you

When the sun is down, we can run around

On a moonlit night, it's so out of sight

Far away from town, on a golden crown

That reflects the light, nature was so right

For making soft skies, no lies

Blue eyes, what lies?

Now I'll have to tell you

I think, I think maybe I love you

Step on golden sand, hear the magic band

As we stroll along, we can do no wrong

Come and take my hand, you will understand

As we walk along, while I sing this song

And I'll try to make you believe what I'm doing is right
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As we wait for the morning, to take over the night

Step on golden sand, hear the magic band

As we stroll along, we can do no wrong

Come and take my hand, you will understand

As we walk along, while I sing this song

And I'll try to make you believe what I'm doing is right

As we wait for the morning, to take over the night

Because of soft skies, no lies

Blue eyes, what lies?

Now I want to tell you

Now I know

Yes I'm sure that I love you

Yes I'm sure that I love you!
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